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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis of Heng Xiao for the Master of Science in Electrical and 
Computer Engineering presented December 12, 1994, and accepted by the thesis 
committee and the department. 
Title: On Modeling of a Mobile Multipath Fading Channel 
Multipath fading is one of the major practical concerns in wireless 
communications. A multipath transmission takes place when a transmitted signal 
arrives at a receiver by two or more paths of different delay. Such multiple paths may 
be due to atmospheric reflection or refraction, or reflections from buildings or other 
objects. 
A multipath fading channel is usually modeled as a time-variant tapped delay 
system. RAKE receiver can be used to detect the signal from the multipath fading 
channel. However, the number of delay taps, the time delay of each path, and the tap 
weight for each delay path need to be determined. 
The objective of this thesis is to explore the possibility of using the advance 
signal processing algorithms to estimate the number of delays, the time delay of each 
path, and the tap weight for each delay path in multipath channels and to investigate the 
performance of the RAKE receiver based on chip rate channel estimates in a realistic 
mobile environment. 
Simulations show that the new approach outpe1forms the existing approaches. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Multipath fading is one of the major practical concerns in wireless communica-
tions. A multipath transmission takes place when a transmitted signal arrives at receiver 
by two or more paths of different delays. Such multiple paths may be due to atmo-
spheric reflection or refraction, or reflections from buildings or other objects. In mobile 
environment, the source of multi.paths normally attributes to the surroundings to the 
mobile unit. The different paths may consist of several discrete paths, or might consist 
of a continuum of paths [2]. In a building-up area, there may not even be a line-of-sight 
path (direct path) from the vehicle-borne antenna to the base-station transmitter. Propa-
gation is therefore mainly by way of scattering from the surface of the buildings and by 
diffraction over and/or around them. 
In a multipath environment, the signals arrive from different directions each with 
different attenuation and different time delay. They combine vectorially at receiver to 
give a resultant signal which fluctuates in its level. Without correction of such fading, 
multiple paths will generally cause severe degradation the quality of the mobile commu-
nications. 
Multipath fading channel is usually modeled as a time-variant tapped delay sys-
tem [12, 13]. Based on this model, a diversity receiver can be used to detect the signal 
from the multipath fading channel. However, the number of delay taps, the time delay of 
each paths, and the tap weight for each delay path need to be determined. 
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The objective of this thesis is to explore the possibility of using the advance sig-
nal processing algorithms to estimate the number of delay, the time delay of each paths, 
and the tap weight for each delay path in multipath channels and to investigate the per-
formance of the diversity receiver based on chip rate channel estimates in a realistic 
mobile environment. 
I.1 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter I : General introduction. 
Chapter II: We review mobile communication first, then describe the basic con-
cepts of mobile communication such as transmission media, digital multiplexing, digiti-
zation. Two types of mobile communications systems, analog mobile communications 
systems and digital mobile communications systems, are discussed. comparison of 
FDMA, TDMA and CDMA is discussed. 
Chapter III : As mobile radio signal, both long-term fading signal and short-term 
fading signal are introduced to understand the statistical characteristics of fading sig-
nals. A particular class fading signal functions and mathematical algorithms are pre-
sented. The characterization of Rayleigh statistical model is discussed. 
Chapter IV : As a optimum receiver, RAKE receiver is introduced and is used to 
detect the signal from the multipath fading channel based on the tapped delay line 
model. The error rate petfonnance of the RAKE receiver is discussed. 
Chapter V : We propose to use array processing to determine the number of delay 
paths (AIC and MDL methods). 
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Chapter VI : We propose to use spectrum analysis to estimate the time delay of 
each path (MUSIC and Min-Norm methods). 
Chapter Vll: We propose the new tap weight estimation method for the RAKE 
receiver to estimate tap weight of each delay path based on chip rate channel informa-
tion (using LSE method) in a realistic mobile environment. An wide-band spread spec-
trum technique is used to provides effective diversity gain to improve system perf or-
mance. Simulations show that the new approach outperforms the existing approaches. 
Chapter Vill : General conclusion. 
I.2 NOTATION 
E denotes expectation. 
The expected value of X, designated by E(X), is 
00 
M 1 = E(X) = J xp(x) dx = mx 
-00 
By extension, the expected value of xn is 
00 
E(X") = J x" p(x) dx 
-00 
The variance, o-;, of the random variable X is defined as 
00 
o-; = E(X -mx )2 = J (x-m:x)2 p(x) dx 
-00 
Biased Time Average: When a random process x(t) is recorded in a time scale, 
the average can be obtained as 
1 T 
x(t) = T f x(t) dt 
0 
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Two complex-valued functions / 1 (t) and / 2(t) are defined to be orthogonal over 
the interval ( t1, t2 ) if 
t2 t2 
f !1(t)1; (t)dt = f ft (t) f2(t)dt = 0 
ti ti 
The left pseudo-inverse t of Vis defined as 
vt = ( vH v )-1 vH 







Mobile systems are perhaps the most exciting telecommunication development 
since the invention of the telephone. 
It has been estimated that telecommunications market in 1990 was in the region 
of US$500 billion and projections indicate this could move to US$1 trillion by the year 
2000. One tends to consider the subject of telecommunications in relation to the devel-
oped, or industrialized, world without realizing that this comprises the minority of the 
world's population. 
Cellular mobile telephone systems are difficult to classify. They could be consid-
ered to be part of the local loop since they extend out to the subscriber handset. Because 
of the distances traveled between a fixed subscriber and the mobile subscriber (or 
mobile-to-mobile subscriber), they could be called long-haul circuits. The technology 
incorporates some of the most advanced radio transmission techniques. In addition, the 
call processing requires high-level digital switching techniques to locate the mobile sub-
scriber and setup and to maintain calls while the mobile subscriber is in transit. 
There are three generations of cellular radio systems·: analog FM, narrow-band 
TDMA, and wide-band CDMA. The analog has been around for a number of years, nar-
row-band TDMA is currently being put into service, and wide-band CDMA is possibly 
on the horizon. 
The objective of the following sections is to provide some insight into the present 
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and future technological trends and also to give technical details of many aspects of pre-
sent-day, high-usage, digital telecommunications transmission equipment 
II.l TRANSMISSION MEDIA 
The telecommunications objective is to produce high-quality voice, video, and 
data communication between any pair of desired locations, whether the distance 
between locations is 1 or 10,000 km. The distance between two locations determines the 
type of transmission equipment used for setting up the interconnection. Communication 
within a building, described as a local area network (LAN), is done using metallic wires 
or optical fibers. Any routing of information. within the building is done by a switch on 
the premises known as a private branch exchange (PBX). 
When the distance is extended to a neighboring building or to span a distance 
within a village, town, or city, the local telephone network is usually used. 
II.2 DIGITAL MULTIPLEXING 
The process of digital multiplexing, which is a means of combining voice, video, 
and data channels into one composite signal ready for transmission over the microwave 
radio or optical fiber link. This composite signal is usually referred to as the baseband 
(or BB). Techniques known as multiplexing were subsequently devised for passing 
multiple simultaneous telephone calls (referred to as traffic) down one pair of copper 
wires. 
Telecommunications involves more than voice telephone interconnectivity. Data 




(Comparing digital systems with analog systems) 
The major quality improvement obtained in digital transmission systems is due to 
the receiver signal recovery technique (i.e., regeneration). In analog transmission sys-
tems, each repeater retransmits the received signal and also retransmits the noise. The 
noise accumulates at each repeater, so after a certain transmission length the signal-to-
noise ratio (SIN) will be so poor that communication is not possible. In digital transmis-
sion systems, each repeater regenerate the original received signal and retransmits the 
signal free of noise. Theoretically, therefor1=, digital transmission has no transmission 
length limit. However, in reality, there is a phenomenon known as jitter. 
Jitter accumulates because of its introduction by several electronic circuits within 
a digital transmission systems. Excessive jitter causes unacceptable bit errors to occur 
and therefore limits the maximum link length capability of the digital system. In analog 
systems the SIN determines the quality of the link or channel. In digital system, it is the 
bit error ratio (BER) that determines the quality of the link or channel. For example, a 
BER of 1 x e--6 means that 1 bit per million transmitted bits has been received incor-
rectly. To summarize, the advantages of the digital systems over analog are: 
1) All subscriber services such as telephony, telegraphy, high-speed data, TV, 
facsimile, etc., can be sent via the same transmission medium. Consequently, 
the concept of the integrated servkes digital network (ISON) can be realized. 
2) Utilization of the higher unused radio frequency (RF) bands. RF bands in the 
region of 10 GHz or above are unsuitable for analog systems because of high 
attenuation by rain, fog, etc. Whereas the SIN in analog systems decreases 
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linearly with fading of the RF carrie:r, the BER in digital systems is unaffected 
by fading until the received RF leve:l abruptly approaches the threshold value. 
3) High immunity against noise makes digital transmission almost independent 
of link length. 
4) Use of integrated circuits makes digital systems economical and alignment 
free. 
5) Easy maintenance, based on go/no-go type of measurement. 
6) Synergistic integration of digital transmission systems such as optical fiber, 
digital satellite, and digital microwave radio systems with digital exchanges. 
As networks become more digitized, the combination of the time-division multi-
plexing (fDM), time-division switching, digital radio, and optical fiber systems is con-
siderably more economical and technically flexible than the corresponding analog net-
works. 
The digital baseband signal transmitt~~ by digital microwave radios or optical 
fiber line terminal equipment is formed by TDM instead of analog frequency division 
multiplexing (FDM) as it was previously. This digital multiplexer equipment is consid-
erably simpler and cheaper than its analog counterpart. The TDM technique involves 
periodically sampling numerous channels and interleaving them on a time basis. The 
resulting transmitted bit stream of ls and Os is unraveled at the receiving end so that the 
appropriate bits are allocated to the correct channels to recon~truct the original signal. 
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11.4 DIGITAL RADIO SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Fig. 2.4.1 shows a simplified microwave link incorporating just one regenerative 
repeater and two end terminal stations. The terminal stations house switching exchanges 
which connect the customers to the long distance paths. In this illustration, a large num-
ber of customers (e.g., around 2000) are multiplexed together ready for transmission 
over the microwave link. The signal is converted to the microwave frequency (around 6 
GHz) and transmitted over a path of typically 30 to 60 km from station A to the receiv-
ing antenna at repeater station. station B receives the microwave signal, processes it, and 
unravels the individual channels ready for distribution to the appropriate customers at 
this end of the link 
A 
To/Fonn 






Fig. 2.4.1 Basic microwave link incorporating a repeater. 
Fig. 2.4.2 is a simplified block diagram showing the major differences between 
analog microwave radio (AMR) and digital microwave radio (DMR) transmitters. At the 
intermediate frequency (IF), the two systems are very similar. The IF-to-RF conversion 
shown here is done by the heterodyne technique. the modulated signal is mixed with an 
RF local oscillator to form the RF signal which is then amplified and filtered ready for 
transmitting from the antenna. 
The baseband is the combined, multiple voice, data and/or video channels which 
are to be transmitted over a telecommunications transmission system. 
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VOICE TIME BB PSK OR IF ~R I RF ~I ::J r <-DATA DMSION QAM VIDEO MULTIPLEXER MODUI.ATOR 
LOCAL 
(B) SCil.LATOR 
Fig. 2.4.2 Comparison between analog (A) and 
digital (B) microwave radio transmitters. 
As indicated in the simplified diagram of Fig. 2.4.3, the receivers differ mainly in 
the demodulation technique and demultiplexing of the baseband down to the voice, data, 
or video channels. For the AMR receivers (Rx), the incoming RF signal is down-
converted, frequency demodulated, and then frequency division demultiplexed to sepa-
rate the individual voice, data, or video channels. 
For the DMR receiver, the incoming RF signal is similarly down-converted to an 
prior to demodulation. Coherent demodulation is preferred. However, for coherent 
demodulation, exact transmitted carrier frequency and phase of the modulated signal 
must be obtained at the receiver. The demodulated signal is ~ubsequently restored to its 
original transmitted bit stream of pulses by the regenerator. Finally, the time-division 
demultiplexer separates the individual voice~, data, or video channels for distribution to 
their appropriate locations. 
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RF H H PSK OR ~B TIME £VOICE 
MIXER QAM DIVISION DATA 
STAGE MODULATOR MULTIPL VIDEO 
(B) 
Fig. 2.4.3 Comparison between analog (A) and 
digital (B) microwave radio receivers 
Long distance DMR link systems use regenerative repeaters. Regenerative is a 
term used when the signal goes through a complete demodulation-regeneration- modu-
lation process (Fig. 2.4.4). Regenerators can interface with digital multiplex equipment 
for data insert and drop applications. In regenerative repeaters the noise and distortion is 
largely removed in the regeneration process and so there is no noise accumulation, only 
jitter accumulation. 
Fig. 2.4.4 A rege:nerative repeater 
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II.5 DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
The transmission of digital information is considered to be a bit stream, which is 
a sequence of millions of 1 s and Os that represent a combination of many voice and data 
channels or a video channel. The information to be communicated starts as analog infor-
mation which is digitized for transmission then reconverted to analog signals at the des-
tination. There are inevitable analog-to-digital(A/D) and digital-to-analog(D/ A) conver-
sions in this type of network. While telephonie traffic was, and still is, the primary aim 
of the telecommunications network, a growing presence of data traffic has developed. 
There is a fundamental problem which arises when trying to merge data transmis-
sion into the telephone network designed for analog telephone traffic- bandwidth. The 
telephone network was initially designed to have 300- to 3400-Hz bandwidth for a voice 
channel. This is not compatible with megabit- per-second data rates (bit rates) which are 
ideally required by computers. Fortunately,, the rates achievable at present are fast 
enough to allow a reasonable amount of information transfer, but the required data rates 
are increasing rapidly. The obvious solution that springs to mind is to use a wide band-
width transmission medium such as optical fiber cable for data transmission. The band-
width capability of the optical fiber would allow a variety of services to be provided 
including video-phone, video for TV, stereo music channels, etc., Such as a broad-band 
integrated services digital network (B - ISDN). an interim ISDN has been proposed 
which extends a 64-kb/s path out to the customers' premises. This is a considerable 
improvement over the early data bit rates of 9.6 or 14.4 kb/s using AID and D/A con-
verters, called modems, over an analog telephone network 3.1-kHz bandwidth circuit 
Instantaneous processing and transmission are required so that there is no irritat-
ing delay as is sometimes experienced on satellite links. There is an important differ-
ence here when considering data which does not have this real-time constraint. Instead 
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of using the conventional speech circuit switching, data can be split up into packets and 
transmitted when convenient time slots become available in a time division multiple 
access(fDMA) type of medium. This packet swltching has become a significant force in 
data communications today [ 1] . 
II.6 MODULATION METHODS 
The methods of modulation used in analog communication systems can be 
broadly categorized as amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM). 
Digital communication systems follow a different approach. The signal to be transmit-
ted in a digital system is a stream of ls and Os. There are only two amplitude levels, ON 
or OFF. At first sight this appears to be a much simpler problem to solve than the trans-
mission of an analog signal whose amplitude is varying in a very complex manner. 
Unfortunately, a pulse is composed of a fundamental tone plus an infinite number of 
harmonics. Theoretically, that requires an infinite bandwidth for the transmission of a 
single pulse. Any communication system is limited in available bandwidth, and it is this 
constraint that causes a considerable complexity in the design of digital modulators and 
demodulators (modems). 
There are several modulation techniques, which can be broadly categorized as fol-
lows: 
1) Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) 
2) Frequency shift keying (FSK) 
3) Phase shift keying (PSK) 
4) a mixture of phase and amplitude modulation, called quadrature amplitude 
14 
modulation (QAM) 
PSK modulation is widely used in DMR te:chnology today. There are several lev-
els of PSK. The simplest is two-phase PSK (BPSK) as shown in Fig. 2.6. lA. In this 
type of modulation, the incoming bit stream is given a phase reversal of 180° every time 
a 1 changes to a 0 or vice versa. Fig. 2.6. lB shows the waveform changing between 0° 
and 180°. The next level of PSK is four-phase PSK, otherwise known as quadrature or 
quaternary (QPSK or 4-PSK). 






·I 2-PSK I OUTPUT MOD 
A 
(A) 
I 11 ii ol ol ol 11 oj oj 11 








Fig. 2.6.1 Two-phase shift keying 
In the modulation process, We have to briefly indicate the effects of filters used in 
the modulation process on the bandwidth efficiency of a digital signal. Since the band-
width required to perfectly transmit pulses is infinite, if the available bandwidth is 
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comparatively narrow, there will be a significant effect on the shape of pulses emerging 
from a bandwidth-limiting device such as afilters 
FILTER 
The use of low-pass or bandpass filters in the modulation or up-conversion pro-
cesses of a communication systems is unavoidable. Passing the pulses through a low-
pass or bandpass filters will eliminate some components of the pulses, resulting in out-
put pulses having very rounded corners instead of sharp, right-angle corners. Eventually, 
if the cut-off frequency of a low-pass filter rieaches a low enough value, the pulses 
become so rounded that they do not reach their amplitude. The Nyquist Theorem states 
that if pulses are transmitted at a rate of Is bis, they will attain the full amplitude value 
if passed through a low-pass filter having a bandwidth Is /2 Hz. This is the minimum 
filtering requirement for pulse transmission without performance degradation (i.e., no 
intersymbol interference). Fig. 2.6.2 illustrates this ideal Nyquist filter, which allows 
pulses to reach their maximum amplitudes. Unfortunately, this type of ideal Nyquist fil-
ter does not exist. If it did, it would require an infinite number of filter sections, which 
would therefore have an infinite cost. The filter characit.ristics for transmission of 
impulses (approximately the same as for very narrow pulses) are shown in Fig. 2.6.3. 
The value of a= 0 is the ideal filter case. A more practical value of a= O~ 3 requires a 
bandwidth of 30 percent in excess of the Nyquist bandwidth. This means that instead of 
transmission at an ideal bandwidth efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz, . the value is 2/1.3 = 1.54 
b/s/Hz. Fig. 2.6.2 also shows the output response [1] . 
CLEAN .I PRACTICAL 
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SAMPLING TIMES TIME__..,. 
Fig. 2.6.2 Pulse response for an ideal and practical low-pass filter. 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.3 1.5 2 
f I In 
Fig. 2.6.3 Filter characteristics. fn =ls /2;, fs = 1 !Ts = symbol transmission rate. 
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11.7 ERROR CONTROL (DETECTION and CORRECTION ) 
The BER is perhaps the most important quality factor observe when evaluating a 
digital transmission system. First, it is instructive to make a statement about the noise. 
Error calculations are often based on the type~ of random noise described as additive 
white gaussian noise (A WON). 
The probability of receiving errors for a specific modulation scheme depends on 
the SIN at the receiver and the transmission bilt rate. In practical system, there is usually 
no opportunity to change those two factors, so one must resort to error control coding, 
also called channel coding, or broadly speaking, FEC. Recent developments in incorpo-
rating error control into the modulation prociess have produced some exciting results. 
This technique is called trellis-coded modulat.ion (TCM). TCM achieve improved noise 
immunity (low residual BER) with a minimal :reduction in bandwidth efficiency. 
Error correction codes can be broadly categorized into 
1) block codes 
2) convolution codes 
3) a combination of both block and convolution, called concatenated codes 
In here, we mainly consider convolution codes. The convolution code was the first 
type of coding to receive widespread acceptance, and it was initially used in satellite 
transmission applications. 
For the convolution code-word, the encoder depends on the block of message bits 
(k) and the previous (n -1) blocks of message bits. This rather complex process is per-
formed by shift registers and adders. 









Fig. 2.7.1 One-halfrate, K = 3 convolution encoder 
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The number of shift registers fonning the encoder is called the constraint length 
K, so Fig. 2. 7 .1 has K = 3. The input data is gradually shifted through the registers, and 
the outputs are fed into the two modulo-2 adders as indicated. A modulo-2 adder, by 
definition, produces a 1 output for an odd number of 1 inputs. A simple truth table 
check for two inputs to a modulo-2 adder confirms it to be the familiar EXCLUSIVE OR 
function. The switch moves back and forth to take alternate bits from each modulo-2 
adder output to produce the encoded output. In this case there are 2 coded bits for every 
input data bit. This is called a 1/2- rate encoder. The code rate in general in l/n, where 
n is the number of coded output bits per input data bit. For example, consider an input 
data sequence of 101110010. The outputs of the modulo-2 ·adders are shown in Table 
2. 7 .1 (considering the shift registers initially set at 000 and the sequence was followed 
by zeros). The switch then takes alternate bits to form the encoded output: 
110100100110111101. .. 
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TABLE 2.7.1 CONVOLUTION ENCODER BIT SEQUENCES 
OUTPUT FROM 3 OUTPUT FROM 2 
I/P ADDER SHIFT REG. VALUES J/P ADDER 
1 001 1 
1 010 0 
0 101 0 
0 011 1 
1 111 0 
0 110 1 
1 100 1 
1 001 1 
1 010 0 
Il.8 TYPES OF MOBILE SYSTEMS 
There are three generations of cellular radio systems: analog FM, narrow-band 
TOMA, and wide-band CDMA. 
Analog FM The first-generation cellular systems in operation were analog FM 
radio systems which allocated a single carric~r for each call. Each carrier was frequency 
modulated by the caller. The carriers were typically spaced at 25 kHz intervals (i.e., car-
rier bandwidth). The allocated bandwidth was relatively narrow, and only a few chan-
nels (typically 12) were available. 
Digital FDMA The FDMA systems resemble analog FM, with the exception 
that the carrier is modulated by a digitally cncode-.d speech signal. The bandwidth of 
each carrier is similar to the analog FM systc~ms (i.e., 25 kHz). 
Digital narrow-band TDMA The TOMA systems operate with several cus-
tomers sharing one carrier. Each user is allocated a specific time slot for transmission 
and reception of short bursts or packets of ilnf ormation. The bandwidth of each carrier 
is typically 200 kHz, and the total bandwidth available is in the region of 10 to 30 MHz, 
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which allows a reasonably large channel capacity in the region of 500 to 1000 channels. 
Digital wide-band CDMA One foirm of digital wide-band operation which has 
good future potential is CDMA. In these systems there is a single carrier which is mod-
ulated by the speech signals of many users. Instead of allocating each user a different 
time slot, each is allocated a different modulation code. Mobile users in adjacent cells 
all use the same frequency band. Each usier contributes some interfering energy to the 
receivers of the fellow users, the magnitude~ of which depends on the processing gain. 
The different types of mobile system, in terms of frequ~ncy spectrum usage, are 
summarized in Fig. 2.8.1. They differ primarily in modulation technique and carrier 
spacing. 
I ANALOG I 
FM~ 1J I II I I 
25 kHz 
I DIGIT.~ 
FDAM_J ~ I I I 
25 kHz 
NARROWBAND 





Fig. 2.8.1 Types of cellular radio systems. 
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II.9 COMPARE WITH ACCESS TECHNIQUES 
( for Mobile Communications: FDMA, TDMA and CDMA ) 
Both frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and (TDMA) are widely used 
for digital transmission, a very brief distinction between the two will now be clarified 
for the mobile communications application. 
Broadly speaking, FDMA simply means splitting up an available frequency band 
into a specific number of channels, and th1~ bandwidth of each channel depends on the 
type of information signals to be transmitted. One pair of channels is used for duplex 
operation. Information to be transmitted is superimposed on a carrier at the channel cen-
ter frequency. The information can be a composite of several information signals, which 
are multiplexed prior to being superimpos(~ on the carrier, or a single information sig-
nal can be placed on the carrier. This would be called a single channel per carrier 
(SCPC) system. 
Initially, the analog information was superimposed on the carriers using FM. 
More recently, the analog signals have be(~n converted to digital pulse streams and the 
PSK and QAM techniques employed. 
By contrast, the TDMA scheme uses only one frequency band, and many chan-
nels are created by transmitting information for each channel in allocated time slots. 
In a TDMA mobile radio system, ea.ch base station is allocated a 25- or 30- kHz 
channel, and users share this same channc~l on a time-allocated basis. The maximum 
number of users of each channel depends on how many bits per second are required to 
digitize the voice of each user. the conventional voice AID conversion process requires 
64 kb/s. If a digital modulation technique such as QPSK is used, each voice channel can 
be digitized with a bandwidth efficiency of at least 1 b/s/Hz (i.e., 8.5 kHz of bandwidth 
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is required for each digital voice signal). This means that for a 30-kHz TDMA channel, 
there can be three users per channel (or twelve users per channel with degradation). 
CDMA has only recently received widespread interest because of its potential 
benefits in mobile telecommunication systems. The objective of CDMA is to allow 
many users to occupy the exact same frequency band without interfering with each 
other. It sounds too good to be true. How1~ver, with spread spectrum knowledge, it is 
quite a reasonable statement. Each user is assigned a unique orthogonal code. 
In a CDMA system all signals from all users will be received by each user. Each 
receiver is designed to listen to and recognize only one specific sequence. Having 
locked onto this sequence, the signal can be dispread, so the message stands out above 
the other signals, which appear as noise in comparison. Interference does become a lim-
iting factor because, eventually, as more users occupy the same frequency band, the 
noise level rises to a point where dispersion does not provide an adequate SIN. 
No guard time in CDMA. Guard time is required in TDMA between time slot. 
Guard time does occupy the time periods of certain bits. The waste bits could be used to 
improve quality performance in TDMA. 
In CDMA guard time does not exist. 
For microcell and in-building systems. CDMA is a natural waveform suitable for 
microcell and in-building because it is suscc~ptible to noise and interference. 
The asynchronous nature of CDMA compare to TDMA gives it the advantage 
that network synchronization is not required. Second, it is re~atively easy to add users to 
a CDMA system. Third, CDMA is more tolerant to multipath fading than IDMA or 
FDMA. 
In conclusion, CDMA has the potential to enable a more efficient use of the fre-
quency spectrum than other techniques, and when the remaining technical problems 
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have been solved, it should be particularly well suited to cellular mobile radio systems 
[1] . Two papers [14], [15] analyzed CDMA in depth; other interesting literature on 





A wave propagation mechanism is c:losely affected by the wavelengths of the 
propagation frequencies. Whether suburban or urban, buildings are natural wave scatter-
ers. The sizes of buildings are equivalent over many wavelengths of a propagation fre-
quency, creating reflected waves at that fre:quency. The frequency range for a mobile 
radio multipath environment would be 30 MHz and higher. 
We might imagine that the mobile site will receive many reflected waves and one 
direct wave. The reflected waves received at the mobile site would come from different 
angles equally spaced throughout 360°, as shown in Fig. 3.1.1. Often a direct wave is 
presented and relatively strong as comparing with the reflected waves. The described 
situation is called Rician statistical model. However, a mobile communication system 
design cannot be based upon this optimistic situation; it is based on the case of weak or 
nondirect waves which nonnally occur at the fringe area. All the reflected waves 
received at the mobile unit combine to produce a multipath fading signal. This described 
situation is called Rayleigh statistical model. 
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The mobile radio signal is received while the mobile unit is in motion. In this sit-
uation the fading signal of a received signal with respect to time t, or space x, is 
obtained. The received signal r(t) can be artificially separated into two parts by cause: 
long-term fading m(t) and short-term fading r0(t) as 
r(t) = m(t) · r 0(t) (3.2.1) 
or 
r(x) = m(x) · r 0(x) (3.2.2) 
Neither type of fading can be predicted accurately because each is caused by vari-
ations in atmospheric conditions. Experience has shown that some climates and terrain 
surfaces are more likely to cause fading than others, but in all circumstances fading can 
only be defined statistically. In other words,, one can only say that based on probability 
theory the microwave system will be inoperative for a certain percentage of the year 
because of fading. In some regions this percentage is too large to be tolerated. Fortu-
nately, there are techniques which can be used to improve the outage time. In here, we 
will mention a more detailed view of fading. 
IlI.3 LONG-TERM FADING, m(t) or m(x) 
Long-term fading is the average or ienvelope of the fading signal, as the dotted 
curve shows in Fig. 3.3. lA. It is also called a local mean since along the long-term fad-
ing each value corresponds to the mean ave:rage of the field strength at each local point. 
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The estimated local mean m(x1) at point x1 along x-axis can be expressed mathemati-
cally as 
l X1+L l x1+L. 
m(x) = 
2
L J r(x)dx = 
2
L f m(x)r0(x)dx 
X1-L X1-L 
(3.3.1) 
Assume that m(xi) is the true local mean, then at point x1 in Fig. 3.3.lA., 
m(X = X1) = m(X = X1) .X1 -L<X<X1 +L (3.3.2) 
When the length Lis properly chosen, Eq.(3.3.1) becomes 
1 X1+L 
m(x1) = m(x1) · 
2
L J ro(x)dx 
X1-L 
(3.3.3) 
To let m(X1) approach m(X1) in Eq.(3.3.3), the following relation holds: 
1 X1+L 
2L J ro(x)dx---->1 
X1-L 
(3.3.4) 
The length L will be determined after fully understanding the statistical characteristics 
of short-term fading r0(x) (see 111.4 CASE 5). 
The long-term fading m(x) is mainly caused by terrain configuration and the built 
environment between the base station and the mobile unit. 











The terrain configuration causes local-mean (long-tenn fading) attenuation and 
fluctuation, whereas the human-made environment only causes local-mean attenuation. 
The human-made environment also cause:s short-term fluctuation (fading) in signal 
reception. Under certain circumstances, the fluctuation of a long-tenn fading caused by 
the terrain configuration can form a log-normal distribution because of the statistical 
nature of the fluctuation shown in Fig. 3.3.lB. The probability density function (pelf) is 
represented as 
1 [ (y- m)2] 
p(y) = -f'iia exp - 2a2 . (3.3.5) 
where the parameters: log-normal variable y, mean m, and ~tandard deviation a are in 
dB scale. 
Experiments show that the standard deviation a is in the range 4 to 10 dB. The a 
of the local-mean will vary in dB values de:pendent on the configuration of the terrain. 
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(B) The log-normal distribution 
Fig. 3 .3 .1. The local mean and terrain contour 
2 
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A more frequently occurring long-term fading is due to beam bending. the 
microwave beam can be influenced by a change of the refractive index (dielectric con-
stant) of the air; k = 4/3 is considered to be the standard atmospheric condition in which 
the microwave beam has one-fourth of the true earth curvature. When the density of the 
air subsequently changes such that the refractive index of the atmosphere is different 
from standard, the beam will be bent upward or downward, depending on the kjactor. 
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When k is less than 4/3, often called a subrefractive or substandard condition, it 
causes upward bending, and when k is greater than 4/3, known as superrefractive or 
superstandard conditions, it causes downward bending (see Fig. 3.3.2.). The most com-
monly occurring type is upward bending, above the receiving antenna. 
For downward bending, the fading is wide-band compared to the relatively nar-
row microwave frequency band (i.e., long-term fading or non-frequency-selective fad-
ing). However, if some energy is reflected from an obstacle and it interferes with the 

















Fig. 3.3.2. (A) Inverse bending, substandard conditions; 
(B) Positive bending, superstandard conditions 
ill.4 SHORT-TERM FADING, r 0(t) or r 0(x) 
Short-term fading is mainly caused by multipath reflections of a transmitted wave 
by local scatterers such as houses, builclings, and other human-built structures, or by 
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natural obstacles such as forests surrounding a mobile unit. It is not caused by a natural 
obstruction such as a mountain or hill located between the transmitting site and the 
receiving site. 
Short-term fading is also called multipath fading or frequency selective fading. 
There are some cases to illustrate the phenomenon. 
CASE 1. Atmospheric Selective Fading 
When the atmospheric conditions are such that layers or stratifications of different 
densities exist, ducting can occur. If the composition of the layers is such that the 
microwave beam is not trapped, but only deflected, as in Fig. 3.4.1, the microwave 
energy can reach the receiving antenna by paths that are different from the direct path. 
This multipath reception produces fading because the two waves are rarely received in 
phase. If they arrive in complete antiphase, for a few seconds a drop in received power, 





Fig. 3.4.1 Mechanics of multipath fading 
CASE 2. Ground Reflection Multipath Fading 
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Ground reflection can cause a multipath reception which will be observed as fad-
ing if the waves are received in antiphase. 'When ground reflection and atmospheric 
multipath fading occur simultaneously, short-term fades as deep as 40 dB can occur. If 
corrective action is not taken, this will cause service disruption. Multipath fading is fre-
quency selective because, for antiphase cancellation, the different waves must reach the 
receiver after traveling distances that differ by one half-wavelength. Because the size of 
one half-wavelength varies significantly from 1 to 12 GHz, fading conditions that exist 
at one frequency may not exist at another. 
In general, frequency selective fading is fast fading. The average duration of a 20 
dB fade is about 40 s, and the average duration of a 40 dB fade is about 4 s. 
Experience has shown that all paths longer than 40 km can be subject to multipath 
fading for frequencies of operation above 890 MHz. As the length of a microwave path 
is increased, there is a rapid increase in the number of possible indirect paths by which 
the signal may be received. It is often necessary to reduce hop path length to 35 km or 
less to avoid serious ground reflection multipath fading. 
CASE 3. A General Standing Wave Condition [2] 
The mobile unit is moving with a velocity V, yet there is no single scatterer 
around the mobile unit, as shown in Fig. 3.4.2. In this case, the received signal can be 
represented by assuming an incoming signal arriving at an angle 0 with respect to the 
motion of the mobile unit as 
S, =A exp [j(2JCf1t - pxcoso)] (3.4.1) 
where f3 is called the wave number, p = 21l/A and ;., is the wavelength. Expression 
(}21l ft t) is the complex exponential representing a transmitting frequency ft that 
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propagates in time domain. xis the displaceme:nt; x =Vt, where V is the speed of the 
mobile receiver. A is a constant amplitude, and /, is the transmitting frequency or so-
call propagation frequency. Eq.(3.4.1) can be rewritten 
S, =A exp [j21{f,- ~ cos8 )] 






The amplitude of the signal is IS r I = A, where A is a constant at the baseband. The 
received frequency fr is offset by the transmitting frequency f, by a Doppler frequency 
lo as 
v 
+ = + - -cosB Jr 11 A. (3.4.4) 
When the mobile unit is moving away from the source 8 = o0, the received frequency is 
fr = fr - VI A.. When the mobile unit is circling around the source 8 = 90°, then fr = fr. 
When the mobile unit is moving toward the source 8 = 180°, and fr = f, +VI A.. 







Fig. 3.4.2. The mobile receiver is moving (no scatterers) 
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For N reflected waves (see Fig. 3.4.3.), we have 
S, =~A, exp [j2n(t1 - ~ cos{O;) )] (3.4.5) 
where A; is amplitude of i'th reflected wave, 8; is the direction of i'th wave arrival. 
In presenting a facling signal, A; is a complex random variable with zero mean 
and variance 1, and 8; is also a random variable from o0 to 360°. 
~I/ 
~· 




/ f "" Fig. 3.4.3. A reception from N reflected waves 
Multipath fading can be represented by a Rayleigh distri.lJ:.P.i:JTi. ·The probability 
density function: 
r ( ,2 ) p(r) = 2 -- exp - --
Pave Pave 
(3.4.6) 
where Pave= E(r2) is the average power of the short-tennfading, or "1Pave is an rms 
value of r. The value of r cannot be below zero. The Rayleigh pdf is not a symmetrical 
function (see Fig. 3.4.4.), We have, the standard deviation: 
<J, = '14 - tr '1Pave 
and the mean of r is 
_{ii '1Pave m- 2 
The probability distribution function of power is 
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The fading rate is proportional to the vehicle speed and the carrier center frequency as 
v v v J: 
f d = A = c/ fc = ~ c (3.4.10) 
When v = 60 mph, and le = 875 MHz, c is the speed of light c = 300, 000, 000 
(mis). We have 
., _ 60 x 1609/3600(m/s) _ 60 x 1609/3600 _ 
8 
Jd - 300,000,000 - 0.342 - 7 Hz 
875, 000, 000 (m) 
(3.4.11) 
CASE 4. Ergbdic Process 
If a statistical average value obtained in the ensemble domain is the same as in the 
time domain, we call this kind of random process an ergodic process. If a communica-
tion system setup remains unchanged in an ergodic process. the data values (signal 
strengths of a mobile radio signal) received at each location will also remain unchanged 
in different time intervals. Fortunately, the mobile radio fading signal can be assumed to 
be an ergodic process [3]. 
It is easier and more effective for us to process an average in a time domain than 
in an ensemble domain. 
CASE 5. Long Term Fading L 
After fully understanding the statistical characteristics of short-term fading r0(x). 
we will determine the average length of long-term fading L. 
Define a criterion: 
a,n 2 = E(m(x)2) - E(m(x))2 (3.4.12) 
Assuming r0(x) is a Rayleigh fading shown in Eq.( 3.4.6 ), Inserting it in 




Eq.(3.4.13) and Eq.(3.4.8) are the same. They show the true mean equals the 
mean of the sample mean. From Eq.(3.4.12), we can derive that: 
2l 
2 1 f y 2 a~=- (1--)J0 (fiy)dy 
m 4L 2L 
0 
(3.4.14) 
The 1 a ,n spread is defined as 
1 + u~ 
1 <r,n spread= 10 log 
1 
_ ~ ~ (dB) (3.4.15) 
m 
Objective: to find the smallest L where a ,n is smaller than 1 dB. 
The computed results of Eq.(3.4.14) and Eq.(3.4.15) are given in Table 3.4.1. 
dB 
Table 3.4.1. a,n Versus 2L 
For a spread of 1dB,2L > 40 A. 
For a spread of 1.5 dB, 2L > 20 A.. 
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In practical, L is between 20 A. to 40 A.. where A. = cl fc . 
Terrain contour can change at a distance greater than 20 A. as the wavelength 
becomes longer. 
Long-Term Fading could be removed by Auto Gain Control or other circuits. 
Having a length as we derived. 
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IIl.5 CONCLUSION 
Rayleigh fading is also called multipath fading in the mobile radio environment. 
When these multipath waves bounce back and forth due to the buildings and houses, 
they form many standing-wave pairs in space. Those standing-wave pairs are summed 
together and become an irregular wave-fading structure. When a mobile unit is standing 
still, its receiver only receives a signal strength at that spot, so a constant signal is 
observed. When the mobile unit is moving, the fading structure of the wave in the space 






The previous chapters have described mobile radio environment, mobile radio 
signal, multipath fading, and the statistical characterization of multipath fading channel. 
In this chapter, we consider the problems of signal design, receiver structure, and 
receiver performance for more complex channels, namely, channels having randomly 
time-variant impulse responses. This characterization serves as a model for signal trans-
mission over many radio channels such as shortwave ionospheric radio communication 
in the 3- to 30-MHz frequency band (HF). The time-variant impulse responses of these 
channels are a consequence of the constantly changing physical characteristics of the 
media. For example, the ions in the ionospheric layers that reflect the signals transmitted 
in the HF frequency band are alway in motion. To the user of the channel the motion of 
the ions appears to be random. Consequently, if the same signal is transmitted at HF in 
two· widely separated time intervals, the two received signals will not only be different, 
but the difference will be random rather than deterministic. The random variations that 
occur are treated in statistical terms. 
A communication system, called RAKE, designed expressly to work against the 
combination of random multipath and additive noise disturbances. By coding the 
sequence of symbols to be transmitted into a wide-band signal, it becomes possible at 
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the receiver to isolate those portions of the transmitted signal arriving with different 
delays, using correlation detection techniques [10]. A RAKE receiver can be used to 
detect the signal from the multipath fading channel. 
IV.2 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF RAKE DESIGN 
Suppose we have decided to build a radioteletype system that will detect sepa-
rately, then add up, each of the multiplicity of delayed signal arriving as a result of mul-
tipath. The transmission will then have to be wide-band, for otherwise its time 
waveform cannot possess sufficient detail to permit the waveform at one instant of time 
to be distinguished unambiguously from that at another. Naturally, the wider the band-
width, the finer will be the time resolution. 
In addition to the requirement of providing multipath resolution, the transmission 
must of course be capable of carrying information. In a teletype system, this is accom-
plished by transmitting at will distinguishable waveform, one representing the Mark 
baud (or signal bits), and the other Space. A commonly-used system is frequency-shift 
keying (FSK), where two sine waves of slightly different frequency are employed [ 11]. 
Now let us examine the effects of the channel on a transmitted signal that is repre-
sented in general as [12] 
s(t) = Re [u(t) ei2nfct] (4.2.1) 
We assume that there are multiple propagation paths. Associated with each path is 
a propagation delay and an attenuation factor. Both the propagation delays and the 
attenuation factors are time-variant as a result of changes in the structure of the medium. 
Thus the received bandpass signal may be expressed in the form 




where an(t) is the attenuation factor for the signal received on the nth path and 't'n(t) is 
the propagation delay for the nth path. Substitution for s(t) from Eq.(4.2.1) into 
Eq.(4.2.2) yields the result 
x(t) =Re( {; a.(t) e- i1.•f«.<1> u[t- T.(t)J } e1'1.Jrf,• J (4.2.3) 
It is apparent from observation of Eq.( 4.2.3) that the equivalent lowpass received 
signal is 
r(t) = :L an(t) e-j'ltrfc-r,,<r> u[t- r nCt)J (4.2.4) 
n 
Since r(t) is the response of an equivalent lowpass channel to the equivalent low-
pass signal u(t), it follows that the equivalent lowpass channel is described by the time-
variant impulse response 
c(r; !) = L an(t) e- j2Kfc-r,,(I) o[r - fn(t)] (4.2.5) 
n 
Now let us consider the transmission of an unmodulated carrier at frequency fc· 
Then u(t) = 1 for all t and, hence, the received signal for the case of discrete multipath, 
given by Eq.(4.2.4), reduces to 
r(t) = L an(t) e- j2trfc-r,,<r> = L an(t) e- js,,<r> (4.2.6) 
n n 
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where O"(t) = 2nfcTn(t). Thus the received signal consists of the sum of a number of 
time-variant vectors (phasors) having amplitudes a"(t) and phases O"(t). We note that 
large dynamic changes in the medium are required for a"(t) to change sufficiently to 
cause a significant change in the received signal. On the other hand, O"(t) will change 
by 2n rad whenever t'n changes by life· But life is a small number and, hence, On can 
change by 2n rad with relatively small motions of the medium. r(t) can be modeled as a 
complex-valued gaussian random process. This means that time-variant impulse 
response c(r; t) is a complex valued gaussian random in the t valued gaussian random 
process in the t variable. 
The multipath propagation model for the channel embodied in the received signal 
r(t), given in Eq.( 4.2.6), results in signal fading. The fading phenomenon is primarily a 
result of the time variations in the phases { O"(t) }. That is, the randomly time-variant 
phases { 8" (t)} associated with the vectors {an e- je,. } at times result in the vectors 
adding destructively. 
When the impulse response c( r; t) is modeled as a zero mean complex valued 
gaussian process, the envelope lc(r; t)I at any instant t is Rayleigh-distributed. In this 
case, the channel is said to be a Rayleigh fading channel. Rayleigh-distributed envelope 
fading has been observed often on HF and troposcatter channel and, as a consequence, 
this channel model is widely accepted. 
Having discussed the statistical characterization of time-variant multipath chan-
nels generally in terms of the correlation functions, let u(t) be the equivalent lowpass 
signal transmitted over the channel and let U (f) denote its frequency content. Then the 
equivalent lowpass received signal, exclusive of additive noise, may be expressed either 
in terms of the time domain variables c(r; t) and u(t) as 
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00 
r(t) = J c( i-; t) u(t - -r) dr (4.2.7) 
-00 
or in terms of the frequency functions C(f; t) and U(f) as 
00 
r(t) = J C(f; t)U(f)eJ"ltrftdf (4.2.8) 
-00 
Suppose we are transmitting digital information over the channel by modulating 
(either in amplitude, or in phase, or both) the basic pulse u(t) at a rate 1/T, where T is 
the signaling interval. It is apparent from Eq.(4.2.8) that the time-variant channel char-
acterized by the transfer function C(f; t) distorts the signal U(f). If U(f) has a band-
width W greater than the coherence bandwidth (ilf)c of the channel, U(f) is subjected 
to different gains and phase shifts across the band. In such a case the channel is said to 
be frequency-selective. The frequency-selective depends on the multipath spread or, 
equivalently, on the coherence bandwidth of the channel relative to the transmitted sig-
nal bandwidth W. 
Thus, in a frequency-selective slowly fading situation, an equivalent lowpass sig-
nal has a bandwidth WI 2, where W » (ilf)c. we achieve a resolution of 1/ W in the 
multipath delay profile. Since the total multipath spread is Tm, for all practical purposes 
the tapped delay model for the channel can be truncated at L = [Tm W] + 1 taps, where 
we select the signaling interval T to satisfy the condition T » Tm and W is the signal 
bandwidth. The slow-fading condition implies that the channel characteristics vary suffi-
ciently slowly that they can be measured. Then the noiseless received signal can be 
expressed as (see Fig. 4.2.1) 
L n 
r(t) = ~ Cn(t) u(t- W) + z(t) (4.2.9) 
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where z(t) is a complex-valued zero mean white gaussian noise process, and u(t) is the 
signal transmitted through the multipath fading channel. The time-variant tap weights 
{ c n(t)} are zero mean complex-valued stationary gaussian random processes. The mag-
nitudes lcn(t)I = an(t) are Rayleigh-distributed and the phases 'n(t) are uniformly dis-
tributed. Since the { c n (t)} represent the tap weights corresponding to the L different 
delays -r = n/ W, n = 1, 2, ... , L, the uncorrelated scattering assumption made as 
above implies that the {c"(t)} are mutually uncorrelated. But the {c"(t)} are gaussian 
random processes; hence they are statistically independent [ 12] . 
L k 




Fig. 4.2.1. Tapped delay line model of multipath-fading channel. 
IY.3 RAKE RECEIVER 
Based on the tapped delay line model, a RAKE receiver (as in Fig. 4.3.1) [12) can 
be used to detect the signal from the multipath fading channel. Let us consider binary 
signaling over the channel. We have two equal-energy signal u1 (t) and u2(t) which are 
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either antipodal or orthogonal. Their time duration T is selected to satisfy the condition 
T »Tm· Thus we may neglect any intersymbol interference due to multipath. Since the 
bandwidth of the signal exceeds the coherent bandwidth of the channel, the received 
signal is expressed as 
L n 
r(t) = L C,t(t) u;(t - -) + z(t) 
k=l w 















U 1 =Re() 
Fig. 4.3.1. Optimum demodulator for wideband signal 
(4.3.1) 
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where z(t) is a complex-valued zero mean white gaussian noise process. Assume for 
the moment that the channel tap weights are known. Then the optimum receiver consists 
of two filters matched to v1 (t) and v2(t), followed by samplers and a decision circuit that 
selects the signal corresponding to the largest output. 
An equivalent optimum receiver employs cross correlation instead of matched fil-
tering. In either case, the decision variables for coherent detection of the binary signals 
can be expressed as 
T 
Um =Re J r(t) v:(t)dt 
0 
L T k 
=Re L f r(t) c~(t) u:(t- w) dt m = 1, 2 
k=l 0 
(4.3.2) 
Fig. 4.3.1 illustrates the operations involved in the computation of the decision 
variables. In this realization of the optimum receiver, the two reference signals are 
delayed and correlated with the received signal r(t). 
An alternative realization of the optimum receiver employs a single delay line 
through which is passed the received signal r(t). The signal at each tap is correlated 
with ck(t) u:(t), where k = 1, 2, ... , L and m = l, 2. This receiver structure is shown in 
Fig. 4.3.2. In effect, the tapped delay line receiver attempts to collect the signal energy 
from all the received signal paths that fall within the span of the delay line and carry the 
same information. Its action is somewhat analogous to an ordinary garden rake and, 
consequently, the name RAKE receiver has been coined for this receiver structure by 
Price and Green (1958) [10]. 
The decision variables for the coherent detection of the binary signals in Eq.( 4.3.2) may 
be expressed in the form 
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[ 
L T k ] 
Um= Re ~ c; J r(t)u:(t-W)dt 
k-1 0 
m = 1, 2 (4.3.3) 
If the transmitted signal is u1 (t); then the received signal is 
L k 
r(t) = ~ c n u1 (t - W ) dt + z(t) 0 ~ t ~ T (4.3.4) 
Substitution of Eq.(4.3.4) into Eq.(4.3.3) gives 
[
L L T k ] um= Re ~ c; L Cn J U1(t-wn )u:(t-w)dt 
k-1 n=l 0 
[ 
L T k ] 
+Re ~ c: J z(t)u:(t-W)dt 
k-1 0 
m = 1, 2 (4.3.5) 
Since the wideband signals u1 (t) and u2(t) are generated from pseudo-random 
sequences, which satisfy 
T 
J 
n • k 
u;(t-w)u;(t-w)dt = o 
0 
for k -:;; n , i = 1, 2 (4.3.6) 
then Eq.(4.3.5) is simplified as 
[
L T k k ] 
Um =Re ~ lcA:l2 J u1(t-W)u:(t-W)dt 
k-1 0 
[ 
L T k ] 
+ Re ~ c; J z(t) u: (t - W) dt 
k-1 0 
m= 1,2 (4.3.7) 
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When the binary signals are antipodal, a signal decision variable suffices. In this case 
Eq.(4.3.7) reduces to 
L [L T k ] U1 =2 e L lcA:l2 +Re L c; J z(t) u:(t-W) dt 
A:=l A:=l 0 
(4.3.8) 
But Eq.( 4.3.8) is identical to the decision variable, which corresponds to the output of a 
maximal ratio combiner in a system with Lth-order diversity. Consequently the RAKE 
receiver with perfect (noiseless) estimates of the channel tap weights is equivalent to a 
maximal ratio combiner in a system with Lth-order diversity. 
To decision 
I <i.ircuit 
Fig. 4.3.2. Optimum demodulator for delay received signal configuration 
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Thus, when all the tap weights have the same mean-square value, i.e., E (le k 12) is 
the same for all k, the error rate performance of the RAKE receiver is given by 
Eq.(4.3.9) and Eq.(4.3.10). 
P2 = (1 ;µJ ~ (L-~+k)C~µJ 
where, by definition, 
-~ µ = -\J T+Y: 
(4.3.9) 
(4.3.10) 
where Ye is the average SNR per channel, which is assumed to be identical for all chan-





independent of k. 
N0 is the power spectral density of z(t), where variance of z(t) = N0 /2 and 
1 T 
£ = 2 J lum(t)l2 dt 
0 
m = 1,2, ... ,L (4.3.12) 
On the other hand, when the mean-square value E(lckl2) are not identical for all k, 
the derivation of the error rate performance must be repeated since Eq.(4.3.9) no longer 
applies. 
When the mean-square values of the tap weights are distinct, the error rate 
performance of the RAKE receiver is given by Eq.(4.3.13) 
l L [ ~ Y1(1-p,) ] 
P2 = 2 ti 1L"1 1 - 2+ r1 (1- p,) 
This error probability can be approximated as ( r1c » 1 ) 
(
2L-1) L 1 
P2 = L !] [2 yJc(l - Pr)l 
where Pr = - 1 for antipodal signals, Pr = 0 for orthogonal signals, and 
£ 
Yk = No E(lc1c 12) 
and n 1c is defined as 
L 
n k = II ___11__ 









In the above analysis, we discuss how a RAKE receiver :;an be used to detect the 
signal from the multipath fading channel and how a RAKE receiver can work ae,ainst the- · 
combination of random multipath and additive noise disturbances. Finally, we evaluate 
the performance of the RAKE receiver under the condition that the fading is sufficiently 
slow. 
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In a RAKE receiver, if the tap weights are correlated, the error rate performance 
of the RAKE receiver will decrease. The limitation of RAKE receiver is that it doesn't 
work perfectly for correlated tap weights. 
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CHAPTERV 
DETECTION : AIC and MDL APPROACH 
V.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the derivation of RAKE receiver [12], the number of delay paths (or taps), the 
time delay of each path and the channel tap weights are assumed known at receiver. 
However, to practically implement RAKE receiver, the number of delay paths (or taps) 
{ L}, the time delay of each path { 'f} and the tap weights { c n (t)} need to be estimated. 
After those, a diversity receiver (RAKE receiver) can be used to detect the signal from 
the the multipath fading channel. 
To estimate the tap weights after assumed the number of delay paths (or taps) and 
the time delay of each path known at receiver, earlier work [12] employed a single cor-
relator. Its output is fed to the input of the low-pass filter after information-bearing sig-
nal is removed. To accomplish this, a delay of one signaling interval is introduced into 
the channel estimation procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.1. That is, first the j"f.crivcr 
must decide whether the information in the received signal is + 1 or - 1 and, then, it uses 
the decision to remove the information from the correlator output prior to feeding it to 
the low-pass filter. 
The objective of the following three chapters is to explore the possibility of using 
the advanced signal processing algorithms to detect the number of delay paths { L}, to 
estimate the time delay of each path { 'f} and to estimate the tap weight for each delay 
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path in multipath channels, respectively [39] [ 46] . 
Contributions included in this chapter are [39] : 
1) A general description of IS-95 standard. 
2) A general description of pilot channel based on pilot PN chip rate. 
3) A general description of bit-error-rate (BER) and frame-error-rate (FER). 
4) An "Information Theoretic Criterion" detection approach (AIC and MDL as 
described in [ 40]) to detennine the number of delay path. 
5) Simulation results on bit-error-rate (BER) as a function of Eb/ N0 using BPSK 
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+ 1 or-1 
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V.2 IS-95 STANDARD 
IS-95 is a 900 MHz CDMA cellular communications standard that has been 
adopted in some US and foreign markets. The standard will also be used in the 1900 
MHz PCS band (PCS - Personal Communication Service) . 
For a/S-95 model (CDMA) (Fig. 5.2.1) 
Table 5.2.1 : Rayleigh distribution 
I Tars I ReIDetay ~ µ sec ) I Ave Por < dB ) I 
~ r1. -3 
In the table, Relative Delay is relative to the first path. Average power attenuation is also 
relative to the first path. In Fig. 5.2.1, i-1 = 0; i-2 = 2 µ s; i-2 = 14. 5 µ s. 
X(t) 
T1 T2-T1 T3-T2 
3 
L ck X(t-i-k) 
k=l 
Fig. 5.2.1. IS-95 standard 
The Telecommunications Industry Association JS-95 standard (called TIA /S-95) 
uses a 64 by 64 Walsh matrix to generate 64 mutually orthogonal waveforms. In the 
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forward channel, the Walsh function is used for orthogonal spread. A different channel 
is assigned to a different Walsh function to provide the orthogonality of transmitted 
channel information from the same sector/cell. 
V.3 PILOT CHANNEL 
A pilot channel is transmitted at all times by the base station on each active for-
ward CDMA channel. The pilot channel is an unmodulated spread spectrum signal that 
is used for synchronization by a mobile station operating within the coverage area of the 
base station. 
Each base station shall use a time offset of the pilot PN sequence to identify a for-
ward CDMA channel. Time offsets may be reused within a CDMA cellular system. 
Pseudorandom noise (PN) binary codes are used to distinguish signals from dif-
ferent base stations received at a mobile station. All CDMA signal in the system share a 
quadrature pair of PN codes. Signals from different cells and sectors are distinguished 
by time offsets from the basic code. This relies on the property of PN codes that the 
auto-correlation (when averaged over a few bit times) has an average which approaches 
zero for all time offsets greater than a single code chip time (approximatedly 1 µs). The 
PN codes used are generated by linear shift registers that produce a code with a period 
of 32768 chips (215 = 32768 i.e., 15 stages). The PN chips rate is 1.2288 MHz, or 
exactly 128 times the 9600 bps information transmission rate. Two codes are generated, 
one for each quadrature carrier, which results in quadra-phase PN modulation. 
To avoid confusion between the system bandwidth, the PN chip rate, and the fre-
quency assignment spacing, note that the PN chip rate is exactly 1.2288 MHz. 
All signals transmitted from a cell in a particular CDMA radio channel share a 
common PN code phase. Orthogonality provides nearly perfect isolation between the 
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multiple signals transmitted by the base station. 
Distinct pilot channels shall be identified by an offset index (0 through 511 inclu-
sive). This off set index specifies the off set value from the zero off set pilot PN sequence. 
The zero offset pilot PN sequence shall be such that the start of the sequence shall be 
output at the beginning of every even second in time, referenced to base station trans-
mission time. 
Five hundred and twelve unique values are possible for the pilot PN sequence off-
set. The offset (in chips) for a given pilot PN sequence from the zero shift pilot PN 
sequence equals the index value multiplied by 64. For example, if the pilot PN sequence 
offset index is 15, the pilot PN sequence offset will be 15 x 64 = 960 PN chips. In this 
case the pilot PN sequence will start 781.25 µs after the start of every even second of 
time, referenced to base station transmission time. The same pilot PN sequence offset 
shall be used on all CDMA frequency assignments for a given base station. 
Prior to transmission, the pilot channel shall be spread with Walsh function. 
For mobile system, rapid fading is a central problem in digital mobile communi-
cations. It degrades the bit error rate (BER), and frequently introduces an irreducible 
BER, or error floor. The use of a pilot tone to mitigate the effects of fading has been 
explored by several authors [30] - [33]. The tone provides the receiver with an explicit 
amplitude and phase reference for detection, and thereby suppresses the error floor. The 
question of where in the spectrum to locate the tone is a difficult one. 
Recently, pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) has been proposed [34] - [36] 
as an alternative. The transmitter periodically insert known symbols, from which the 
receiver derives its amplitude and phase reference. Like pilot tone modulation, PSAM 
suppresses the error floor and enables multilevel modulation. However, it does so with 
no change to the transmitted pulse shape or peak to average power ratio. Although they 
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demonstrated feasibility, they did not provide the performance analysis needed before 
their results can be generalized. 
The study of the performance of the optimized system has been explored by [38]. 
However, the channel tap weights are assumed known at receiver in [38] . 
V.4 BIT-ERROR-RATE (BER) 
System performance is evaluated by Bit-Error-Rate (BER) and Frame-Error-Rate 
(FER) as a function of Eb/ N0 , the ratio of the combined received energy per-bit to the 
effective noise power spectral density for the sync channel, paging channel, or traffic 
channel at the mobile station antenna. 
The BER is calculated through bit which is defined as: 
number of error bits 
BER= . . . 
number of total transmitted bits 
(5.4.1) 
The FER is calculated through block which is defined as: 
E 
number of error frames 
FR= . 
number of total transmitted frames 
(5.4.2) 
where error frame is defined as the frame that CRC check fails. 
Two sets of simulation are carried out using the Monte Carlo method. The num-
ber of frames chosen for simulation is corresponding to 95% confidence interval. That is 
102+ 1 i.e., 1000 frames for FER to achieve 10-2• 
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V.5 MULTIPATH FADING CHANNEL 
Multipath fading channel is usually modeled as a time-variant tapped delay sys-
tem (see Fig. 5.5.1). 
L 




Fig. 5.5.1. Tapped Delay Model for Muhip"tn Fading. 
The signal arrived at receiver can be expressed as 
L 
r (t) = L Cn(t) u(t-t'n) + z (t) = 
n=l 
C1 (t) 




where 'tn is the time-delay at each path, z(t) is the additive channel noise, and u(t) is the 
signal transmitted through the multipath fading channel. The time-variant tap weights 
{cn(t)} are zero-mean complex-valued stationary processes statistically independent to 
each other [12], but for a slowly fading channel, {cn{t)} is a constant within a chip. 
Therefore, if we sample the received data K times, we have 
r(t1) I I u(t1 -'!1) U(t1 - 'iL) 
r =• . •= x 




We define the vector u ( '!) 
U('t) = [ u(t1 - '!) · · · u(tx - '!) ]8 (5.5.3) 
for future use. Notice that U('t) has a known form (known waveform in communication) 
and unknown delay '!. Further, if same signal could be repeated N times (as signals in 
pilot channel, for example), en will be different each time, then we can form a data 
matrix 
R=[r1 ••• rN] (5.5.4) 
where each r j has a same form as in Eq.(5.5.2) except c n is different. In matrix form 
u(t1 - i-1) U(t1 -'!L) 
RJ 
u(tx -i-1) U(tk - t°L) 
Cu . C1N I Z1 (t1) 
+ 
cLI ·cw I I z1Ctx) 
or equivalently, in vector notation 
R = U(i-)C + Z 
The sample covariance matrix is 










where superscript H stands for Hermitian conjugate. An eigenvalue (or singular value) 
decomposition can be performed one the sample covariance matrix 
Cov=EAEH (5.5.8) 
where E and A are eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices, respectively. 
V.6 DETECTION : AIC and MDL APPROACH 
An information theoretic criterion that Akaike [ 41] developed a method, called 
Akaike information criterion (AIC), for parametric model fitting to observed data. Based 
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on the point of view of the minimum (shortest) data description (MDL), Rissanen [42] 
also developed a similar method. The direct application of these techniques to the prob-
lem of determining the number of sources with the model given in [41, 42] would be 
very difficult, mainly due to the complicated nature of likelihood maximization over all 
the parameters specifying the model. 
Wax and Kailath [ 43] applied AIC and MDL methods to the problem of determin-
ing the number of sources. A pre-overparameterization of the model in term of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R was used to deduce the computational complexity of 
the methods. 
Let eigenvalues A.;(i = 1, ... , K) be decreasingly ordered on the diagonal of A. 
We can apply information theoretic criterion to determine the number of delay paths, 
that is to estimate l by minimizing the following function over the possible n1;r.~~cr of 
delay paths/. 
[a(/)] 4>(/,N)=N(K-/)log q(l) +</J(l,N) 
where 
1 K 
a(/)= - L A.; 








where </J(/, N) is a penalty function for the overdetennination of the number of delay 
paths with the overparametrized model and log denotes the natural logarithm. The func-
tion is given by 
</J( /, N) = /(2K -/) 
for the AIC method and 
1 
t/J(l,N) = 2" /(2K-/)logN 




It is easy to see that the MDL method places a heavier penalty on the overdeter-
mination of the number of delay paths. 
Using AIC and MDL methods, we can estimate the number of delay paths L, by 
minimizing the Eq.(5.6.1) over/. 
V7 PERFORMANCECOMPARISON 
In our computer simulations, we choose three paths with delays t = 1, 7, 20 (T), 
respectively. The TCl-tio of amplitude attenuation of the second path over that of first path 
is - 3 dB, and of third path over the first path is - 6 dB. 
Those equations are : 
[
IC2 I] 20log - = -3 dB 
IC1 I 
(5.7.1) 




The fundamental frequency of the binary message signal m(t) is chosen to be 
19.2 KHz, and the fundamental frequency of PN code sequence b(t) is 
64 
64 x 19. 2KHz = 1. 2288MHz. 
Fig. 5.7 .1 shows the detection probability (for correctly estimate the number of 
delay paths) versus energy-per-bit over noise-density (EJ N 0) using both AIC and MDL 
detection algorithms. From the Fig. 5.7 .1, We can know the correct detection probability 




















































Fig. 5.7.1. Delay Detection Probability verse Eb/ N0 
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V.8 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we explore the possibility of using the advanced signal processing 
algorithms (using AIC and MDL methods) to detect the number of delay paths {L }. 
Clearly, those methods have better performance to detect the number of delay paths in a 
realistic mobile environment. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ESTIMATION : MUSIC AND MIN-NORM APPROACH 
VI.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chapter V, we detect the number of delay paths (or taps). However, to practi-
cally implement RAKE receiver, the time delay of each path { f'} need to be estimated. 
After that, a diversity receiver (RAKE receiver) can be used to detect the signal from the 
multipath fading channel. 
The objective of the chapter is to explore the possibility of using the advanced 
signal processing algorithms to estimate the time delay of each path { f'} in a realistic 
mobile environment [46]. 
Contributions included in this chapter are [46] : 
1) A general description of diversity receiver based on chip rate channel esti-
mate. 
2) A subspace-based estimation approach (MUSIC [44] and Min-Norm [45]) to 
determine the time delay of each path. 
3) Simulation results on bit-error-rate (BER) as a function of Eb/ N0 using BPSK 
modulation for the multipath fading channel. 
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VI.2 MULTIPATH FADING CHANNEL 
Multipath fading channel is usually modeled as a time-variant tapped delay sys-
tem (see Fig. 6.2.1 ). 
L 




Fig. 6.2.1. Tapped Delay Model for Multipath Fading. 
The signal arrived at receiver can be expressed as 
L 
r (t) = L Cn(t) u(t-t"n) + z (t) = 
n=l 
C1 (t) 




where t'n is the time-delay at each path, z(t) is the additive channel noise, and u(t) is the 
signal transmitted through the multipath fading channel. The time-variant tap weights 
{ c n (t)} are zero-mean complex-valued stationary processes statistically independent to 
each other [12], but for a slowly fading channel, { cn(t)} is a constant within a chip. 
Therefore, if we sample the received data K times, we have 
r(t1) I I u(t1-'f1) U(t1 -t'L) 
r =1 . •= x 




We define the vector U ( r) 
U(r) = [ u(t1 - r) · · · u(tK -r) ]H (6.2.3) 
for future use. Notice that U(r) has a known form (known waveform in communication) 
and unknown delay r. Further, if same signal could be repeated N t~.Hi~s· (as signals in 
pilot channel, for example), c n will be different each time, then we can form a data 
matrix 
R=[r1 ··· rN] (6.2.4) 
where each r i has a same form as in Eq.(6.2.2) except c n is different. In matrix form 
u(t1 -1'1) U(t1 -t"L) 
RJ 
U(tK -1'1) u(t1c -t"i) 
C11 . C1N I Z1 (!1) 
+ 
cL1 • CUJ I J Z1(tK) 
or equivalently, in vector notation 
R = U(t")C + Z 
The sample covariance matrix is 










where superscript H stands for Hermitian conjugate. An eigenvalue (or singular value) 
decomposition can be performed one the sample covariance matrix 
Cov=EAEH (6.2.8) 
where E and A are eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices, respectively. 
VI.3 ESTIMATION: MlTCIC AND MIN-NORM APPROACH 
The eigenvector matrix E can be partitioned into 
E = [EslEoJ 
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(6.3.1) 
where eigenvectors in Es are associated with L (or l) largest eigenvalues 
l;(i = l, ... ,L) and corresponding eigenvectors in £ 0 are associated with K -L small-
ested eigenvalues l;(i = L + 1, ... , K). From subspace theory, we can see Es is in the 
column span of U (r) while £ 0 is orthogonal to the column span of U (f), i.e. 
U (r)H £ 0 = 0. We can then use the subspace algorithms to estimation the delay t;. 
For MUSIC ( MUitiple Signal Classification) [44], we search for minimum of 
P(r) = IU (r)H £ 012 
over r. 
For Min-Norm [45], we search for minimum of 
P(r) = lu(r)H dl2 
over r. The linear prediction error vector 
e1 
d = Eo lle1112 




Using MUSIC or Min-Norm methods, we can estimate the time delay of each 
path by minimizing the Eq.(6.3.2) or Eq.(6.3.3) over f. 
VI.4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
In our computer simulations, we choose three paths with delays f = 1, 7, 20 (T), 
respectively. The ratio of amplitude attenuation of the second path over that of first path 
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is - 3 dB, and of third path over the first path is - 6 dB. 
Those equations are : 
[




IC3 I] 20log - = -6 dB 
IC1 I 
(6.4.2) 
The fundamental frequency of the binary message signal m(t) is chosen to be 
19.2 KHz, and the fundamental frequency of PN code sequence b(t) is 
64x19. 2KHz = 1. 2288MHz. 
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From the Fig. 5.7.1, we consider the result of time delay of each path when 
Eb/ N 0 ~ 6. 5 dB. Fig. 6.4.1 shows the delay spectrum P(-r) versus time at 
Eb/ N0 = 10 dB using MUSIC algorithm. From the Fig. 6.4.1, We can know delay val-
ues 
delay i-1 = 64 (samples)= 64/64 (chips)= 1 chip, 
delay i-2 = 448 (samples)= 448/64 (chips)= 7 chips, 
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Fig. 6.4.1. Delay Spectrum at Eb/ N0 = 10 dB 
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Based on the result of Fig. 6.4.1, we compare time delay of each path which is 
obtained from Fig. 6.4.1 with correct time delay. Fig. 6.4.2 shows the root-mean-
squared error (RMSE) of the delay estimation for all three paths verse Eb/ N0 . 
From the Fig. 6.4.2, we can know RMSE = 0 for delay 2 when E bl N 0 ~ 0 dB and 
RMSE = 0 for delay 3 when Eb/ N 0 ~ 5 dB. Because channel 3 receives deeper fading 
signal than channel 2 does, it is more difficult to estimate the time delay of channel 3 
than the time delay of channel 2. Fig. 6.4.2 explores this kind of character. 
500 I I 
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Fig. 6.4.2. Delay Estimation RMSE verse E bl N 0 
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VI.5 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we explore the possibility of using the advanced signal processing 
algorithms (using MUSIC and Min-Norm methods) to estimate the time delay of each 
path { T}. Clearly, those methods have better performance to estimate the time delay of 
each path in a realistic mobile environment. 
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CHAPTER VII 
TAP WEIGHTS ESTIMATION 
Vll.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chapter V and chapter VI, we detect the number of delay paths (or taps) and 
estimate the time delay of each path. In the derivation of RAKE receiver [12], the chan-
nel tap weights are assumed known at receiver. However, to practically implement 
RAKE receiver, the tap weights { c n(t)} need to be estimated. 
To estimate the tap weights, earlier work [12] employed a single correlator. Its 
output is fed to the input of the low-pass filter after information-bearing signal is 
removed. To accomplish this, a delay of one signaling interval is introduced into the 
channel estimation procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 7 .1.1. That is, first the receiver must 
decide whether the information in the received signal is+ 1 or -1 and, then, it uses the 
decision to remove the information from the correlator output prior to feeding it to the 
low-pass filter. 
The objective of the chapter is to explore the possibility of using the advanced 
signal processing algorithms to estimate the multipath channels and to investigate the 
perf onnance of the RAKE receiver based on chip rate channel estimates in a realistic 
mobile environment. 
Contributions included in this chapter are [39, 46] : 
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1) A general description of diversity receiver 
2) A new tap weight estimation approach for the multipath fading channel mod-
eling using the signal processing algorithms. 
3) The performance of the RAKE receiver in a realistic mobile multipath fading 
channel (25, 26]. 
4) Simulation results on bit-error-rate (BER) as a function of Eb/ N0 using BPSK 
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+ 1 or-1 
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VII.2 DIVERSITY RECENER 
Based on the previous channel estimated for a tapped delay model, a diversity 
receiver (as in Fig. 7.2.1) [12] can be used to detect the signal from the multipath fading 
channel. 
In a realistic mobile environment, the wide-band spread spectrum technique can 
be used to provide effective diversity gain to improve system perf onnance. 
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Fig. 7 .2.1. Diversity Receiver 
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VIl.3 NEW APPROACH 
We now propose the new tap weight estimation method for the RAKE receiver 
based on chip rate channel estimates in a realistic mobile environment. The wide-band 
spread spectrum technique can be used to provides effective diversity gain to improve 
system performance. In such a spread spectrum mobile communication system, when 
user information is transmitted through the traffic channel, there is always a companion 
pilot channel used as reference signal for channel estimation. 
The binary phase shifted signal (BPSK) m(t) with a given fundamental frequency 
OJ0 , is added, modulo - 2, by a binary sequence b(t) from a pseudonoise (PN) code gen-
erator with much higher chip rate frequency. The sum u(t) can then be used to modulate 
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Fig. 7 .3.1. Simulation Block Diagram 
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For simplicity, we let the reference signal v(t) in pilot channel to be constant 1 or 
-1 throughout, which also added, modulo - 2, by the same PN sequence. 
Without loss of generality, only the base-band modulation or demodulation is 
considered in this thesis. 
Known symbols are inserted periodically into the data sequence prior to pulse 
shaping, and the composite signal is transmitted in the usual way over a channel charac-
terized by multipath fading and additive noise. 
Upon receiving the signals at receiver end, the pilot channel signal could be sepa-
rated from the traffic channel signal through some well-known techniques, such as 
matched filter detection (38]. the pilot channel signal is used to estimate the tap weights. 
The estimated tap weights are used for RAKE receiver to recover the multipath 
fading signal in the traffic channel (Fig. 7 .3.2). 
There are two immediate consequences of the technique. The first is delay in the 
receiver; in order to obtain enough pilot samples for a good channel estimate, the 
receiver must wait and buffer samples for several symbols. The second is that the inter-
polation coefficients used to form the channel estimate depend on the position within 
the frame of the sample whose identity is to be determined. 
The receiver must discard several data symbols at the start of each transmission, 
until it has accumulated enough pilot symbols for useful tap weights estimation. In here, 
we assume we have obtained enough pilot samples for a good channel estimation. 
Using Eq.(4.2.9) (in chapter 4), the received pilot channel signal after multipath 
fading is 
L n 
s(t) = ~ cn(t) v(t- W) + z(t) (7.3.1) 
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where for each symbol t = 1, ... , N. Notice that c n is a constant within a symbol period 
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Fig. 7.3.2. Estimation Taps Weights using pilot channel 















+ I · I (7.3.2) 
CN ) \ z(N) 
or equivalently, in vector notation 
s=Vc+z 
To minimize II z 112 = II s - V c 112 over c, We have 
~ ( S - V C )H ( S - V C) ac 
VH (s-V c)=O 





C=(VHVr1 VH S=Vts 
We can now easily see that 




gives { c n} a least-square error (LSE) estimate at a given symbol time. In Eq.(7.3.8) , 
the left pseudo-inverse tis defined as 
vt = cvH vr1 vH (7.3.9) 
C n can now be used in RAKE receiver as in Fig. 7 .2.1. 
The estimation error covariance can be found as 
Ez[(C-C)(C-C)H] =ai(VHVr1 (7.3.10) 
VII.4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
In our computer simulations, we base on IS-95 standard and choose three paths 
with delays T = l, 7, 20 (T), respectively. where T = ~. The ratio of amplitude attenu-
ation of the second path over that of first path is -3 dB, and of third path over the first 
path is -6 dB. 
Those equations are : 
[




[IC3 I] 20log I Ci I = -6 dB (7.4.2) 
The fundamental frequency of the binary message signal m(t) is chosen to be 
19.2 KHz, and the fundamental frequency of PN code sequence b(t) is 
64 x 19. 2KHz = 1. 2288MHz . 
We simulate the new approach in two different scenarios : 
i) the pilot channel has the same energy-per-bit over noise-density Eb/ N0 as the 
traffic channel . 
ii) the pilot channel has a constant E bl N 0 of 20 dB . 
The Bit-Error-Rate (BER) verse Eb/ N0 of the RAKE receiver is used to measure 
the performance, as shown in Fig. 7.4.1. In Fig. 7.4.1, 
A) the BER verse E bl N 0 of the RAKE receiver using the tap weight estimation 
shown in Fig. 7 .4.1 in line A . 
B) RAKE receiver using LSE tap weight estimates is plotted in line B for see-
nario ( i). 
C) RAKE receiver using LSE tap weight estimates is plotted in line C for sce-
nario (ii). 
D) BER verse Eb/ N0 for receiver with exact channel tap weights is also shown in 
line D. 
Clearly, LSE approach proposed in this thesis outperform the previous approach. 
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At the same time, We can see that performance measured in BER of the RAKE receiver 
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In this chapter, we explore the possibility of using the advanced signal processing 
algorithms to estimate the tap weights. Pilot channel is relatively simple to implement 
Upon receiving the signals at receiver end, the pilot channel signal, which could be sep-
arated from the traffic channel signal through some well-known techniques, is used to 
estimate the tap weights. The estimated tap weights are used for RAKE receiver to 
recover the multipath fading signal in the traffic channel. The performance measured in 
BER of the RAKE receiver using LSE tap weights is very closed to that using exact 




Multipath fading is one of the major practical concerns in wireless communica-
tions. Multipath problem always exists in mobile environment, especially for mobile 
unit which is often embedded in its surroundings. A time-variant tapped line delay 
model has been used for multipath fading in a wide-band spread spectrum mobile sys-
tem. 
In this thesis, we introduced mobile communications, fading signals, pilot chan-
nel, RAKE receiver, AIC and MDL methods, MUSIC and Min-Norm methods, and then 
we proposed to use the detection and estimation techniques developed in spectrum anal-
ysis and array processing to determine the number of delay paths (or taps), to estimate 
the time delay of each path, and to estimate tap weight of each delay path based on chip 
rate channel information in a realistic mobile environment. 
Simulations show that the new approach oµtperforms the exist;ng ~J~r:-1 ;3Ches. 
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